
“Lessons of the Kurbskii Controversy”—some retrospective notes 
 
Even though Inge Auerbach in this same volume and Serge Zenkovsky in his review of 
Prof. Keenan’s book sought to cast doubt on my dating of the manuscripts, in fact they 
did so without any basis.  Auerbach’s suggested analogies for the watermarks are simply 
wrong; Zenkovsky’s suggestions were based merely on the assumption that, as a 
neophyte, I could not know as much about the matter as my senior Russian colleagues.  
The edition of the Kurbsky-Groznyi letters edited subsequently by Ia. S. Lur’e and Iu. D. 
Rykov (Perepiska Ivana Groznogo s Andreem Kurbskim. L.: Nauka, 1979) adduced no 
evidence to change in any significant way the datings I had proposed both in my 
appendix to Keenan’s book or in this article from the Banff congress in 1974 (which was 
known and cited by Lur’e and Rykov).  The new edition of the letters did include, inter 
alia, a lot of references to previously unknown copies of the letters, none of which altered 
the basic picture presented in Keenan’s book (on the basis of my examination of key 
manuscripts) about the chronology of the manuscript history. Of course, the interpretation 
of textual filiations and authorship presented in the new edition reaffirmed the traditional 
attribution of the letters and rejected Keenan’s hypothesis about their date. 
 
It is important to remember here that we are talking about manuscript dates, not the dates 
when the texts they contain might have been written.  A late manuscript tradition does not 
necessarily mean there could not have been an earlier date of composition of the texts it 
contains.  In fact, with early Russian materials, it is common not to have manuscripts as 
old as their texts.  
 
It was only subsequent to the appearance of the 1979 edition of the “Correspondence” 
that a copy of the first Kurbskii letter was found which could fairly confidently be dated 
significantly earlier than any of the previously known copies.  The publication of the 
information about the new discovery was by B. N. Morozov, “Pervoe poslanie 
Kurbskogo Ivanu Groznomu v sbornike kontsa XVI-nachala XVII v.,” 
Arkheograficheskii ezhegodnik za 1986 god (M.: Nauka, 1987), pp. 277-289. Morozov 
lays out carefully the paleographical and codicological evidence (and includes 
photographs of the pages with the Kurbskii text).  He admits that the particular quire with 
the Kurbskii text cannot be reliably dated from the watermarks on its paper, but suggests 
(persuasively, I think) that the adjoining material in the manuscript supports a case for 
dating the copy of the Kurbskii text to the end of the 16th century.  Thus, if he is right, 
this copy is roughly two decades earlier than previously known ones of any part of the 
“Correspondence.”   
 
My purpose here is not to undertake a new review of the Kurbskii controversy, but 
merely to point out that what I wrote in my 1974 paper at that time was supported by all 
the then available evidence.  Neither Auerbach nor Zenkovsky had evidence to the 
contrary, nor did the Russian scholars who produced the new edition of the 
“Correspondence” a few years later. 
 
Daniel Waugh        September 15, 2011  
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